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n       Gold prices edged down today as the dollar rose and demand for safe-haven
assets eased after U.S Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said the U.S trade
war with China was "on hold".

n    Spot gold was down 0.2 percent at $1,289.30 per ounce. U.S gold futures
for June delivery were 0.2-percent lower at $1,289.20 per ounce. The dollar
is a weak story in the medium-term but for the time being as interest rates
continue to go up in the U.S, the momentum is not on gold.

.

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of six major
currencies, hit a five-month high of 93.860. The dollar rose and hit a five
month-highagainst a basket of currencies today, after Mnuchin'scomments
downplaying a trade dispute with China, boosting risksentiment amid hopes
for an easing of trade tensions between theworld's two biggest economies.

n Dollar-denominated assets such as gold are sensitive to moves in the dollar,
a gain in the dollar makes gold more expensive for holders of foreign currency
and thus decreases demand for the precious metal.

n Hedge funds and money managers cut their net long position in COMEX gold
contracts in the week to May 15, U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) data showed on Friday.

n The EU is not doing enough to preserve the benefits for Iran from the 2015
international nuclear pact following the withdrawal of the United States, Iran's
foreign minister told the EU's energy chief on Sunday.

n A stronger dollar makes dollar-denominated gold moreexpensive for holders
using other currencies. Furthermore,rising U.S interest rates, and the expectation
that U.S Federal Reserve will raise rates again next month, limitsinvestor
demand in non-yielding bullion.

Gold markets broke down significantly during the week,

testing the uptrend line that has been crucial for the

markets before. By breaking below the $1300 level,

the market looks likely to continue to go lower, perhaps

reaching towards the $1275 level followed quickly by

the $1250 level underneath. Otherwise, if it turn around

and break above the $1300 level that would be a sign

that the market is trying to bounce from this uptrend

line, and perhaps go to the $1350 level. Ultimately,

this is a market that is going to be paying attention to

the 10-year treasury note, and the interest rates offered

in the United States. If they continue to rally, and it�s

very likely they could, Gold will continue to suffer.

Ultimately, the market looks likely to be noisy regardless,

and ultimately it is going to be hard-pressed to buy or

sell a massive amount of gold in anyone trade, as it

should continue to see volatility.
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n Gold prices fell as U.S China trade war concerns

recede

n As long as the dollar is onthe firm side, gold is
under pressure

n The price of gold fell below the psychologically

important $1,300 per ounce level last week for

the first time since lateDecember

n The dollar opened the week rising against the

other major currencies in Asia

n Gold futures for June delivery on the Comex

division of the New York Mercantile Exchange

was down $3.9, or 0.3%, to $1,287.4 a troy ounce
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n Oil prices rose today as markets reacted to news that China and the United
States have put a looming trade war between the world�s two biggest economies
on hold.

n Brent crude futures were at $79.13 per barrel, up 62 cents, or 0.8 percent,

from their last close. Brent broke through $80 for the first time since November

2014 last week. U.S West Texas Intermediate crude futures were at $71.83 a

barrel, up 55 cents, or 0.8 percent, from their last settlement.

n The U.S trade war with China is �on hold� after the world�s largest economies

agreed to drop their tariff threats while they work on a wider trade agreement,
giving global markets a lift in early trading today.

n Brent crude crept ever closer to $80 per barrel, a level it has not seen since

November 2014, as supplies tightened while demand remained strong.

Meanwhile, production in Venezuela plunged to 1.5 million barrels last month.

n Crude prices were some way off the November 2014 highs reached last week
as there is enough supply to meet demand despite ongoing production cuts
led by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries.

n Oil prices falling to between $50 and $65 a barrel due to surging shale output
and OPEC�s capacity to boost production to replace potential falls in Iranian
supplies due to sanctions.

n The temporary trade dispute will de-escalate over time through negotiation,

U.S bank Morgan Stanley said. On the other hand, U.S crude is increasingly

appearing on global markets as a result of its surging production.

The WTI Crude Oil market rallied significantly during

the week as crude oil continues to get a bit of a boost

from geopolitical tensions and of course the idea of

the US leaving the Iranian deal taking product off the

markets. Economists believe that short-term pullbacks

should continue to offer buying opportunities, with the

$67 level underneath is massive support and

importance. The uptrend line underneath should

continue to offer support as well, so I think that the

pullbacks will be thought of as value opportunities.

Longer-term, I believe we go to the $72.50 level, and

then perhaps even towards the $75 level after that.

The markets will continue to see a lot of volatility. Brent

market higher at the beginning the week, reaching

towards the vital $80 level. It turned around of form a

bit of the shooting star though, so it may get a short-

term pullback.

n Oil is climbing to kick off the new week, and WTI

spot prices are climbing into 71.90

n Oil prices have surged more than 70% over the

last year as demand has risen sharply while

production has been restricted by OPEC

n Oil markets responded positive to the news, and

risk sentiment took a swing higher

n Geopolitical risks continue to prop up prices. While

markets remain on edge due to looming U.S

sanctions against Iran

n The U.S oil rig count, an early indicator of future

output, is at 844, highest level since March 2015
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n Silver prices moved little on Friday before the weekend after marking two
successive daily gains, but still on track for a weekly decline. While it is also
in the negative terrritoryin the morning deals today. Silver last traded at $16.40
an ounce, near the opening of $16.41, with a session-high at $16.44, and a
low at $16.40.

n The dollar held its ground against a basket of major rivals near five-month
highs, heaping pressure on dollar-denominated commodity futures as US
economic outlook improves.

n A surge in US treasury bond yields also weighed considerably on commodities,
including silver futures, due to their inverse relation. The U.S. dollar is likely
to reverse its rally later in the year, pressured down by uncertainties in the U.S.

n Italy's two anti-establishment parties promised on Friday to ramp up spending
in a programme for a new coalition government, putting them on a collision
course with the European Union despite having dropped some of their most
radical proposals.

n One of the signs that silver will hold its ground is ETF holdings, which increased
to the highest level since 2013 and are showing little sign of liquidation after
a drop in prices.

n Despite the uptick in silver prices they remained on track for their biggest
weekly fall of the year as they struggled to claw back losses suffered earlier
during the week, when U.S bond yields rallied sharply. There were some
signi f icant geopol i t ical  events occurr ing over the weekend.

n Analysts have suggested 10-year treasury bond prices, which trade inversely
to yields could come under pressure, sending yields higher. This may pressure
silver prices as a rise in U.S rates, lift the opportunity cost of holding silver as
it pays no interest.

Silver markets continue to be choppy in general, as

we felt towards the uptrend line only to turn around

and form a somewhat supportive hammer like candle.

This shows that the uptrend line is very much intact,

but above we have a downtrend line that makes out

a symmetrical triangle, so I think we will need to make

some type of decision rather soon, and I think it would

be easy to make a trade based upon the longer-term

move, and until then it�s pure speculation for longer-

term traders. If we were to break above the downtrend

line, then I think the market could go to the $18 level,

perhaps even $20 over the longer-term. Otherwise, if

the market breaks down below the uptrend line, the

market could drop to the $15.50 level which has been

massive support going back to late 2016. A break

down below there would of course be very negative.

This is a market that should continue to be very noisy.

n The silver prices edged down today as the U.S
Dollar rose and demand for safe-haven assets
eased

n COMEX silver is likely close to being washed out

already and is unlikely to fall much further

n Silver futures fell 0.13% to $16.46 a troy ounce

as it has been in 2018 fallen to multi-year lows

n Silver prices crashing lower would be the best

move investors could want

n Silver prices have fallen significantly, but it still

has the potential to perform very well in periods

of stock market weakness
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